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Four senators running for presi-
dent support a bill to permanently
ban offshore oil drilling in federal
waters off the coast of California,
Oregon and Washington. PAGE A4

ENVIRONMENT

Democratic candidates
back coastal drilling ban
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rhalstead@marinij.com
@HalsteadRichard on Twitter

State Sen. Mike McGuire re-
cently secured some special pro-
tections for Marin jurisdictions
by agreeing to merge his afford-
able housing bill, SB 4, with Sen.
ScottWiener’s housing bill, SB 50.
“SB 4 is now embedded in SB

50,” McGuire, D-Healdsburg, said
Thursday. “My bottom line has
always been one-size-fits-all ap-
proaches simply don’t work.”
McGuire’s efforts won praise

from some Marin government
representatives but critics of SB
50 aren’t satisfied.
“For Marin, McGuire did some

excellent negotiation,” said Rich-
ard Hall of San Rafael. Hall
added, however, “SB 50 is a dou-
ble-edged sword; it expands Sac-
ramento’s ability to override our
city councils.
“Even after McGuire’s conces-

sions were applied, SB 50 still
means that around SMART sta-
tions such as Civic Center, new
buildings can be five stories in-
stead of four, the heights agreed
to by local decision-makers,” Hall
said. “It makes invalid assump-
tions that residents of new hous-
ing around SMART stations will
actually use the train and that
they will not needmore than half
a parking space per unit.”
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safeguards
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Cracking the genetic code of
one of California’s iconic redwood
trees was a milestone moment for
researchers, but it’s only the begin-
ning.
Scientistswith theRedwoodGe-

nome Project are now turning to
other groves throughout the state
— including those inMarinCounty
— to look for genetic fingerprints
among the different stands that
could help preserve and bolster
the state’s iconic trees.
“Just like there is variation be-

tween you and me, there is varia-
tion between individual redwood
trees,” said Alison Scott, a UC Da-
vis post-doctoral researcher.
As part of a collaborative project

called Redwood Genome Project,
researchers from UC Davis, John
Hopkins University and Save the
Redwoods League have been able
to achieve the gargantuan task of
sequencing the full genomeof both
a California redwood tree and a gi-
ant sequoia.
Using this genetic information,

researchers want to find trees or
forest sites with special adapta-
tions to their local environment
— high temperatures or heavy
rainfall, for example. They want
to ensure that these trees remain
protected during forest manage-
ment activities. And in the future,
as climate changes, this genetic in-
formation could help them identify
trees that are more suited to sur-
vive new environments.
“These trees are so iconic, not

just in California, but around the
world,” said Emily Burns, director
of science at Save the Redwoods
League, a century-old nonprofit
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Scientists will use Redwood groves at the Muir Woods National Monument and elsewhere to look for
genetic fingerprints that could help preserve the iconic trees.
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Wrapped in a rainbow scarf
that was once part of her oldest
daughter’s colorful wardrobe,
Colleen Dolan sat in an Oakland
courtroom and listened to an Al-
ameda County prosecutor de-

scribe the conditions inside the
Ghost Ship warehouse on the
night that a fire broke out, kill-
ing Chelsea Dolan and 35 others
trapped inside.
Colleen, who has taken an un-

paid leave of absence from her
job teaching kindergarten stu-
dents in Corte Madera, wants
answers. She plans to take in ev-

ery moment of the criminal trial
in hopes of better understanding
the circumstances that led to her
daughter’s death.
As the trial kicked off on Tues-

day, she got a glimpse into what
Chelsea might have experienced
the night of Dec. 2, 2016 inside the
Oaklandwarehouse known as the
Ghost Ship.
The victims of the Ghost Ship

fire had “no notice, no time, no ex-
its,” Alameda County prosecutor
Casey Bates told the jury in his
opening statement.

GHOSTSHIPTRAGEDY

‘I want to know what really happened’
Chelsea Faith
Dolan and
her mother,
Colleen Dolan.
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The weapons launches were
a likely sign of Pyongyang’s
growing frustration at stalled
diplomatic talks. PAGE A20
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Kim oversees missile
drills, advises troops

Thomas is now the longest-
serving member of a court
that has recently gotten more
conservative. PAGE A17
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Maybe Justice Thomas’
moment has arrived

Trump derides the oversight of
his business dealings and his
administration as “presidential
harassment.” PAGE A14
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Trump team resists
oversight, Dems dig in

San Rafael mother of fire victim
attends trial to seek answers
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